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Problem Set Policies
Thanks to the entire Fall 2013 CS103 staff for helping out with this handout!

This handout contains information about the problem sets for CS103.  Specifically, it contains

• General advice on how to approach problem sets

• Submission instructions so you know how to turn in the problem lets;

• Collaboration policy with information about working in groups;

• Piazza policy for asking questions online;

• Late policy information, which includes information about free late periods;

• How we grade, so you have a better sense of what we're looking for; and

• Regrade policies, which outlines our policy on regrading assignments.

We strongly recommend that you read through this handout before starting Problem Set One.

General Advice
Here are some general pointers about how to approach the problem sets.

• Start early. Many questions on the problem sets require creative insights to solve. We sug-
gest reading over all the problems as soon as the problem set goes out so that you will have
the time to play around with them over the course of the week. Even if you don't actively
work on the problems early in the week, having at least seen them once will give you a
chance to think over them. Plus, if you're reviewing your notes from the previous week,
knowing what's on the problem sets might help you focus your time more wisely.

• Write multiple drafts. When you come up with an answer to a problem and write a formal
proof, your first iteration will likely have some unnecessary digressions, logical errors, or ex-
cess detail. We recommend writing a draft of each problem and cleaning it up before submit-
ting. Taking the time to rewrite your proofs and clarify your reasoning will both cement your
understanding of the material and help your overall assignment grade.

If you're working in a group, have every member of the group read over every proof you're
going to submit and discuss them. This helps for several reasons: it gives you extra practice
reading over proofs and helps uncover logical flaws that might not be obvious to the original
author. 

• Read feedback carefully. We strongly encourage you to read over all of the graders' feed-
back on your graded problem sets. The TAs try to give targeted, constructive feedback on
how to improve your proofwriting skills,  which we hope will  help you improve over the
course of the quarter. Don't just look at the total number of points you got on your problem
set – really read over the feedback and make sure you understand what you're doing well and
in what areas you can improve.
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Submission Instructions
This quarter, we will be using Scoryst to handle problem set submissions and grading. To sign up for
Scoryst, visit this link:

https://scoryst.com/login/redirect/enroll/t8qxHGC30q/

Once you've signed up, you can submit your assignments by uploading them to Scoryst. It can take
about a minute to upload an assignment, so don't worry if the site takes a while to process your re -
quest.

Scoryst only accepts electronic submissions, so we recommend typing up your assignment solutions.
If you want to hand-write them, you'll need to scan them before uploading them to Scoryst. There
are instructions on the Scoryst website explaining how to do this. If for some reason you run into
technical hurdles trying to convert handwritten assignments into electronic form, please contact the
course staff – we can help out.

When submitting assignments, please clearly and distinctly write the names of all of the group mem-
bers on the front page of your assignment. That way, we know who to give credit to for the submis-
sion.

Collaboration Policy
You are allowed to work on the problem sets individually, in pairs, or in groups of three. Regardless
of how many people you work with, your problem set will be graded on the same scale. You are not
required to work with the same people on each problem set – you're welcome to work in a pair on
one problem set, individually on the next, in a pair with a different partner the next time, etc.

If you submit in a pair or group of three, you should submit just a single set of solutions and all
members of the group will earn the same grade on the problem set. That way, we don't accidentally
have two or more TAs end up grading the same submission multiple times.

You are welcome to discuss the problem set questions at a high level with other CS103 students.
However, before you do so, please read the handout on the Honor Code to learn more about what we
consider acceptable and unacceptable collaboration.

If you do work in a group, please note that every member of the group is responsible for ensuring
that each assignment is completed and submitted on time.

Piazza Policy
As an experiment this quarter, we're providing a Piazza forum where you can ask questions and
search for group members. You're welcome to ask questions online so that the course staff and other
students can answer questions.

That said, please exercise discretion when asking questions that might give away the answers to
problem set questions. You're welcome to ask clarifying questions about the problem set questions,
but please do not ask questions that give away key insights necessary to solve the problem. If you'd
like to ask a question that you think would give away too much information about the solution to a
problem, please post your question privately. Alternatively, please feel free to ask the staff for help
over email – we'd be happy to answer your questions!

https://scoryst.com/login/redirect/enroll/t8qxHGC30q/
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Late Policy
This course is fast-paced and we'll be moving through material quickly.  Because of the diversity of
the material we'll be exploring, you may find that some homework assignments are easier or harder
than others. For extra flexibility, you have one free “late period” you can use to extend the deadline
of any assignment from one class period to the next. For example, a problem set due on Friday could
be submitted at the next Monday's lecture using a late period, and a problem set due on Monday
could be submitted on Wednesday using a late period. You don't need to let us know that you'll be
using a late period; we'll be sure to collect late submissions from the normal drop-off locations.

Late periods may be used on the checkpoint assignments, though we would strongly prefer if you
tried to get them in on time because they're designed to help prepare you for the rest of the problem
set. Turning them in late will make it almost impossible for us to offer feedback before the main as-
signment comes due. Assignment 9 must be submitted on-time and late submissions will not be ac-
cepted, since a late period would carry the assignment due date past the final exam start time.

If you have already used your late period and submit an assignment past the due date, we will multi -
ply your grade on that assignment by 0.75. To make it possible to release solutions to problem sets
on time, no submissions will be accepted more than one class period after the assignment due
date.

If you have any extenuating circumstances, such as a family or medical emergency, and need extra
time to complete the assignments, please contact us by emailing the staff list. We're more than happy
to accommodate. However, all requests for extensions must be received before the assignment due
date.

If you are working in a group and the group submits late, each student in the group will be charged
their late period. If anyone in the group does not have any more late periods, they will have their
grade penalized as if it were submitted late without a late period.

How We Grade
When grading assignments, we will grade both for correctness and for clarity. When looking for
correctness, we will check whether your reasoning is correct, whether you prove the desired result,
whether all your intermediary steps are valid, etc. If your proofs contain logical errors, or prove
statements other than the ones you needed to prove, or assume results beyond the scope of the
course, we may deduct points for correctness.

When reading proofs for clarity, we will grade your proof based on how clearly it lays out its argu-
ment. If your proof proceeds on unnecessary tangents, doesn't clearly articulate where it's going,
uses unnecessarily cryptic notation or shorthand, etc., then we may deduct clarity points.

By reading both for clarity and for correctness, we hope to help you understand how to write clean
proofs as well as correct proofs. It's possible to write correct proofs that are entirely inscrutable or
clean proofs that are completely incorrect. By taking both into account while grading we hope to
guide you on the path to clear, elegant, correct proofs.

All the questions on problem sets in this class can be proven without referencing any theorems or re-
sults from advanced math courses. If you already have a background in proof-based mathematics,
you may find that some questions on the problem sets follow from theorems you've seen proven in
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earlier math classes. In the interest of fairness to all CS103 students, we reserve the right to assess a
grading  penalty  to  homework  submissions  that  cite  results  or  theorems  that  are  not  covered  in
CS103. As a rule of thumb, if your answer to a problem set question cites a result that wasn't proven
in lecture, covered in an earlier problem set, or typically seen in a high-school algebra course, you
are likely missing a cleaner line of reasoning.

Regrade Policies
We do our best in this course to grade as accurately and as thoroughly as possible. We understand
how important it is for your grades to be fair and correct, especially since the graders' comments will
be our main vehicle for communicating feedback on your progress. That said, we sometimes make
mistakes while grading – we might misread what you've written and conclude that your reasoning is
invalid, or we might forget that you proved a key result earlier in your answer. In cases like these –
where we've misread or misinterpreted your proof – you're encouraged to contact the course staff
and ask for a regrade. We want to make sure that your grade is accurate and will try to correct any
errors we've made.

To ask for a regrade, you can stop by office hours and ask Keith or the TA running the office hours
to look over the problem in question. To make it easier for us to do this, please write up a short
paragraph telling us

• what problem or part of a problem you want us to look over,

• what specific deduction you believe is incorrect, and

• why that deduction is incorrect.

We ask you to provide this writeup because we typically “batch up” regrades for each problem set
and handle them all at once. Having a short writeup of what to look over makes it significantly easier
for us to process all our regrades.

All regrade requests for problem sets must be received within  one week of the date in which the
problem set is returned, and regrade requests for exams must be received within  one week of the
date in which the exam is returned. After this point, we will not consider any regrade requests. We
want to encourage you to review all feedback on the problem sets and exams as soon as possible so
that you can learn from the feedback we leave.

Please do not ask for regrades based on the severity of a deduction. We grade the problem sets
based on criteria we've developed over several quarters and try to make our deductions as consistent
as possible. If your proof contains an error and we made a certain point deduction for it, we will do
our best to make the same deduction on all problem sets that contain the same error. Therefore, if
you ask for a regrade because you believe that we have deducted too many points for a particular er-
ror in your proof, we will almost certainly not adjust the point total; it wouldn't be fair to reduce a
deduction we applied uniformly to all problem sets.

It seems strange that I need to write this here, but please treat the course staff civilly and respectfully
when asking for a regrade. The TAs and I sometimes make honest errors, and if that happens we're
happy to correct them. Although we know it's frustrating if your grade is lower than what you think
you deserve, we expect you to be considerate when asking for regrades. We reserve the right to
refuse regrade requests to students who are disrespectful when asking for a regrade.


